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Abs t rac t . 

A search of indirect evidence for the production of bound neu
tral nuclei in the 24 GeV proton induced fragmentation of W is described. 
The enrichment by two neutrons of 7 0 Z n and I 3 e B a in a shielded sample, 
which was looked for as an indication of the occurence of bound neutral 
nuclei, is observed. Among the many side reactions studied which could 
also account for the observed results, one is finally found to have a 
high enough yield. It is the <t,p) reaction induced by tritons from the 
p + W fragmentation process with an energy high enough to cross the shield 
which protects the sample. 
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SEARCH FOR BOUND NEUTRAL NUCLEI (2=0) 

C.DStraz and Y.Legoux 

Institut de Physique Nucléaire, BP n°1, 91406 Orsay, France 

I. Introduction. 

The neutron-neutron force is not known well enough to unambi
guously predict whether polyneutron systems might have a bound state. The 
basic reason for this uncertainty lies with the fact that for lack of a 
target the nn interaction cannot be directly studied like the pp interac
tion. One has to rely upon indirect informations such as those derived from 
nn final state interactions. 

For a long time theoretical estimates have yielded contradic
tory conclusions for the occurence of bound neutral nuclei. After tentative 
evidence was reported for a bound 3 n [Ajd 65], the adjunction of a modera
tely attractive 3 P to the nn force was found to bind three neutrons without 
binding two [Mit 66]. Other estimates of n binding energies were derived 
from systematica. For instance, Goldanskii [Gol 73] used the variation of 
A_ Ti , the energy difference between the lowest states of different isos-
pins, to predict that neutral nuclei could not be found for small mass 
numbers. At least 10 or I0 3 neutrons were found to be needed to form bound 
states [Baz 72, Ant 74]. 

Rather than relying on the systeraatics of binding energies, 
Vautherin [Vau 77] has recently used neutron, neutron forces to make a 
Uartree-Fock calculation of the lowest configuration of a n nucleus. In 
the most favourable, A=8, he observes that the tensor force nearly binds a 
cubic structure of 8 neutrons. However the changes in the nn force required 
to bind B n appear to be unrealistic. 

When this work was undertaken, some three years ago, none of 
the theoretical arguments appeared compelling enough to definitely exclude 
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the occurence of bound neutral nuclei. The series of experiments reported 

here were intended to search for bound n nuclei with A > 4 . Indeed, most 

previous experimental results dealt with 3 n and k n . Host of them are re

viewed by Fiarman and Hanna [Fia 75] for A=3, and Fiarman and Meyerhof 

[Fia 73] for A=4. Ail methods eventually led to negative results, strongly 

suggesting that neither 3 n nor ''n are bound. More recently, the Li+ 7Li + 

l D C + ''n again gave a very small upper limit (30 nb.sr" 1) for the ''n forma

tion cross section [Cer 74]. 

To our knowledge, only one attempt [Bri 64] had been made to 

look at heavier bound neutral nuclei, previous to our work. It consisted in 

bombarding l , BCa targets with 72 MeV 1 2 C ions. Upper limits for the forma

tion of G n were set at 1 yb.sr - 1. 

Simultaneously with our work, and independently, Turkevich and 

his coworkers [Tur 73] proposed a method to look for neutral nuclei with 

A > 4 . The negative results obtained [Tur 77] will be discussed in section A. 

2, Experimental method and results. 

2.1. Means of PJ^oduc^ng^neutral^nuclcû. 

If bound ueutral nuclei do occur, an experiment must be desi

gned which produces them with a high enough yield to allow their detection. 

The most favourable reaction is the fragmentation of heavy 

nuclei induced by high-energy protons [Hud 68]. Isotopes of light elements 

are emitted mostly isotropically with an energy spectrum which peaks some 

10 to 20 MeV above the Coulomb barrier [h"yd 71, Ala 71, Pos 71, Zeb 75, 

Bog 76]. A remarkable feature of the fragmentation cross sections is their 

smooth variation with incident energy, mass of target nucleus and mass of 

fragmentation product [Sil 73]. The cross sections raise very rapidly when 

the incident energy increases up to I GcV or so. Above 1 GeV, the increase 

is much slower : typically the ratio o(20 GoV)/a(3 GeV) is about 2. The 

smoothness of the variation of the cross section c with the mass of the 

produced nuclide is best illustrated by the possibility of drawing lines 
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of equal 0 through the chart of light nuclides [Pos 71, Thi 71]. 

On that basis, it was felt that if bound neutral nuclei did 
occur, their production cross section i» proton-induced fragmentation could 
be extrapolated fron existing results. 

2.2. Means_of_observing_neutral_nuc1ei. 

An experiment could be set up to directly observe neutral 
nuclei among all the nuclides and particles emitted in the bombardment of 
heavy target nuclei by 24 GeV protons from the CHRN synchrotron. 

An absorbant and an anticoincidence detector would be used to 
eliminate charged nuclei. The signal in a Si-detector of the remaining 
neutral products would provide two informations : I) the time of flight, 
by making use of the time structure of the fast ejection beam; 2) the ener
gy deposited in the detector by a recoiling Si nucleus. 

The combination of these two parameters would discriminate in 
A particular between n and n with a very sufficient efficiency in spite of 

the large number of neutrons. 

In view of the beam time and equipment needed for such an expe
riment, it was decided to first look at a lower cost for an indirect evi
dence. " 

The aim of the study reported here is to search for the nucleus 
_X produced through the ,.X( n,(A-2)u) X reaction in a sample 

. N+Z , 
containing the „X nucleus located in the vicinity of a W target irradia
ted by 24 GeV protons. An absorbant is used to shield the sample from the 
W target. One geometrical arrangement is shown in figure 1. 

Two yX nuclei were used, 7 0Zn [Dot 77] and U e B a , because 
they had all the following favourable properties r 

1) the elements are available in large amounts with good purity 
at low cost. 

2) the expected residual isotope „'X is long lived (T, ,„ > 
I day). 



N+Z+2 
3) its daughter .Y can be "milked out" by proper chemistry 

with high efficiency and selectivity. 

4) it emits a very characteristic ^-delayed y-ray with large 
branching ratio and high energy. 

5) the isotope X which can be formed by (n,y) neutron cap
ture in the sample is short-lived so that it cannot accumu
late. 

AI 

W 

P 
(24GeV) 

Zn 
Fig.1. Sketch of the experimental 

arrangement. In some of 
the experiments, the Zn 
sample was replaced by a 
BaCl 2 sample. 

2.3. Chemical_p_roceduro. 

The chemical separation must be as selective and u.unntitative 
as possible for the element to be "milked out". It must be easy to perform 
on rather large amounts of material, several successive separations must 
also be possible. Solvant extraction appeared to be the best suited method. 

2.3.1. "Milking out" Ga from Zn. 

Ga is extracted as a chloro complex form in arayl acétate. Amyl 
acétate was prefered ta the usual [Mar 57] etliylic and isopropylic 
ethers, because, contrary to the later, it is not solubJe in aqueous phase 
for high concentrations of UC1 and ZnCl2* The 100 g Zn sample is dissolved 
in concentrated 1IC1. The resulting solution is brought to 6 normality by 
adding up more HCl. The concentration of ZnCl 2 at that point is about 2.5 M. 



Gallium is extracted by shaking the solution with araylacétate. 

The extraction efficiencies of Ga, Zn and other elements has 
been derived from the Y spectra measured. They are listed in table I. 

Table 1 

Efficiency (in Z) of the extraction of Ga and other elements 
by the method described in section 2.3.1. 

Ga Zn Cu Ni Co Fe ; Mn V Ti 
98.5 0.45 0.28 0.10 0.15 95.6 0.11 0.11 0.09 

in the conditions of our experiment the presence of 
Fe isotopes did not complicate the search for the 
y-rays from 7 2 G a . 

2.3.2. "Milking out" La from Ba. 

The best conditions for this separation have been derived from 
the work of Dubuquoy et al. [Dub 67] who studied the partition of Cs, Ba, 
Eu between an aqueous phase and dî-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric (HDEHF) acid 
solutions. 

The 30 g BaCl 2 sample is put into a 0.01 M hydrochloric acid 
solution (1 M for Ba). La is extracted by shaking that aqueous phase with 
a 0.1 M HDEHP hexane solution. The organic phase is washed twice by small 
volumes of 0.01 M IIC1 to decrease the extracted amount of Ba. 

At last, La is recovered in a 2N HC1 solution. 

The detraction efficiencies are again derived from the measured 
y-spectra. They are given in table 2. 



Table 2 

Efficiency (in %) of the extriction of La and other elements 
by the method described in section 2.3.2. 

Ce La Ba Cs Xe b I Sb In 
95 % 95 7. a 0.028 10.5 1.8 0.21 10.6 

immeasurable 
in a second extraction the efficiencies decrease 
to 0.]% and 0.01% for Xe and In, respectively. 

2.4. Experimental_results-

The sample of natural Zn or Ba (as DaCl 2) is located some 8 cm 
away from a 10 cm long W target irradiated by 24 GeV protons (fig.1). This 
experiment is operated as a parasite and only requires to interrupt the 
beam for putting in and taking away the sample. 

After the irradiation has lasted some two days in the case of 
Zn (since T ( , 2 ( 7 2Zn) - 46.5h) or two weeks in the case of Ba (since T./2 

( lia) = 12.79 days),the sample is shipped back to Orsay via air mail. 

The Z+| element -i.e. Ga for the Zn sample,and La for the Ba 
sample- is chemically "milked out" through t..e methods described in sec
tion 2.3. The extraction is repeated twice so that the abundance of Ga or 
La in the solution is reduced to a few \0~k of the initial abundance. 

If 'An or 1(*°Ba have indeed been produced, the-' will yield 
7 2 G a or 1 I | 0La, respectively, by B decay. At the calculated time of the 
maximum abundance of these daughter activities, they are milked out in a 
third chemical extraction. 

Their presence can be characterized by their (3-delayed y-rays 
observed by a Go(Li) detector. As already reported [Det 77), 7 2 Z n was in
deed formed in the conditions of thy experiment. Later on, the formation 



of 1**6Ba was even more c]carly observed (fig.2). The branching ratios and 
half lives of the characteristic y rays were chocked to further establish 
their identification. 

Fig.2. Energy spectrum of the y activities of the third chemical extrac
tion of La from the BaCl 2 sample (see text for the experimental 
procedure). The similar data for the Zn sample have been given in 
rcf.[Dot 77]. The peaks labelled I through 4 correspond to the y 
rays from the 3 decay of l*°La with Ey=487.l keV (46.7%), 815-7 
keV (22.8%), 1596.4 keV (96%) and 2521.8 keV (3-4%)» respectively. 
Some of the other activities are also labelled. They correspond to 
the 3 decay of : a : 3 3 5 L a ; b ; 1 2 * I ; c : , 2 6 I ; d : 1 2 o B S b ; 
e: H 0 K j f : 2 D 8 T 1 ; g: I 2 l T e . 

After 1.6*10 1 6 protons had irradiated the W target during 63 
hours, 5x|0 G 7 2 Z n nuclei were formed. For the Ba experiment, the corres
ponding numbers were: 6«10 1 E protons, 13.5 days aad 4*10 B l l f 0Bs nuclei. 

These results wert* found to be reproducible within expected 
uncertainties. 
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3. Interpretation of the results_. 

As explained in sections 2.1 and 2.2, the occurence of bound 
n nuclei produced in the fragmentation of W and absorbed by 7 0 Z n or 1 3 B B a 

can qualitatively account for the observation of 7 2 Z n or ) l i 0Ba, respecti
vely. Yet one must closely examine oil the possible side reactions which 
can enrich the Zn or lia nuclei by two neutrons. 

3.1. Assumption of a iiound n fragment. 

From the number of 7 i Z n or l l , 0Ba nuclei produced, the cross 
section for the p+W-» n process can be derived if the cross section for 
the ( n,(A-2)n) reaction on 7 0 Z n or 1 3 a B a is known. It was calculated with 
the code ALICE [iila 73] for the various values of A between k and JO. Yor 
e n , 9 n and 1 0 n , the reactions (°n,4n) on 6 8 Z n , (9n,5n) on G 9 Z n and ( 1 0n,4n) 
on Zn, respectivcly,were found to predict the largest yield for Zn, at 
the expected energies of the n fragments, around 5 to 15 MeV. 

In view of the large uncertainty affecting the above calcula
tions, probably one order of magnitude, the values of o(p+U-* n) determined 
from the Zn and Ca experiments (table 3) are not inconsistent between them
selves for most values of A, nor with the values extrapolated from the sys-
teraatics of fragmentation cross section [Sil 73» Thi 71, Pos 71], 

3.2. Sidc_reactions. 

Many nuclear processes which are more conventional can also 
enrich by two neutrons the Zn and Da nuclei, in the conditions of the expe
riment .Among the many processes examined, the most likely are discussed below. 

3.2,1. Double neutron capture. 

Simple geometrical considerations eliminate the possibility 
that two interacting neutrons emitted from W could be absorbed by the same 
Zn or Ba nucleus 8 cm away. 

Two successive (n,y) neutron captures can also produce 7 2 Z n and 
l l ( 0Ba. But, as indicated in section 2.2, the short half-life oT the interme
diate nucleus, 7 IZn and 130Iia,keeps the yield of that process very low. 
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Table 3 

Production cross section of bound n neutral nuclei in the proton-induced fragmentation of W at ">A GeV 

Assumed mass of the 
neu t ra l nucleus 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Nose favourable compound 
nucleus reac t ion forming 
' 2 2 n and "'"Be 

'3=Ba!( n , 2 l ° 
7 ° Z n i , s ,„N - z

B a r n ' 4 n > 
"&7"'™ 

6 8 Z n ( 8 n , 4 n ) 
1 3 B B a ( 8 n , 6 n ) 

6 B Z n ( 9 n , 5 n ) 
, 3 8 B a ( 5 n , 7 n ) 

6 s Z n ( u n , 4 n ) 
' 3 S B a ( ! I I n , 8 n ) 

a £ .. ... (exoer.) in lib fragmentation • 

from tne Zn expert , 
from the Ba exper t . 

2800 
70000 

200 
3000 

85 
900 

45 
300 

70 
170 

10 
100 

300 
100 

<j, . ... (predicted) fragmentation 
in ub 

2500 1000 500 40 10 1 0.2 

iTor the method of prediction, see text. 



The number of low-energy neutrons produced in W is about 10 per 
incident proton. It is calculated from the neutron production cross section 
[Hud 68]. It can also be deduced from the rate of the 1U2Ca(nfy)lU3Ce reac
tion observed in an irradiation with a Ce sample (see section 3.2.4.)* 

The (n,y) cross section is estimated as about 20 mb [Seg 53]. 
The resulting calculated yield of 7 2 2 n and 1 H 0 B a is smaller than the expe
rimental one by 4 to 8 orders of magnitude. 

3.2.2. Secondary reactions in the beam halo. 

The proton beam at the point of irradiation has a large geome
trical cross section [Sim 77]. It was feared that enough protons in the 
beam halo could directly strike the Zn or BaCl 2 sample, 8 cm off the beam 
center line, to produce large quantities of n, cc, t, etc... particles 
which, through appropriate reactions, could produce 7 2 Z n or l l | 0Ba. 

A test was made, in the case of BaCl2» by repeating the stan
dard experiment for one day, but after taking away the W target. The upper 
limit for the formation of 1* , DBa was 10 tintes smaller than observed with 
the W target in the beam. 

3.2.3. Spallation from higher Z contaminants 

A large number of energetic protons and neutrons emitted by the 
W target can reach the Zn or BaCl 2 sample through the Al shielding. They 
can induce spallation reactions [Hud 68] on possible contaminants of some
what higher Z to produce 7 2 Z n or l l i 0Ba by reactions like (p»xpyn). Because 
of the large cross sections of such processes, small amounts of contami
nants can be sufficient to account for the number of 72Zn and 1 , , 0Ba nuclei 
observed. 

To analyze this possibility, the Zn and BaCl2 samples were re
placed in one experiment by small samples of Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb and Sr, 
and in another one of Ce, Nd and Sm. The yield of 7 2 Z n in the first case, 
and ** Ba in the second indicated the amount of each contaminant needed to 
"account for the results obtained with the Zn and BaCJ 2 samples, respecti
vely. In some cases where 7 2 Z n or °Ba activities were not observed, 
only lower limits of contamination were derived (table 4 ) . 
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Tabic 4 

Kffect of different chemical contaminants in the Zn and BaClj sample 

on the observation of 7 î Z n and I I , 0Bn> respectively 

Contaminant in Zn Ge As Se Br Rb Sr 

Needed amount (in 

jjgram per gram) to 

account for the 

observat ion of 7 2 Z n 

12 100 40 130 > 200 > 170 

Real amount (in ugram / 1 

per gram), as determined < 2 
a) o I 

by methods n 3 

< 10 < 9 < 100 

< 11 < 0.1 < 3 < 0.15 < 16 

< 0 . 1 < 0.1 < 0.3 < 0.3 < 0 . 1 < 0 . 1 

Contaminant in BaClî Ce Nd Sm 

Heeded amount ( in 

ligrara per gram) t o 

account for the 

observat ion of l l , 0 B a 

2000 > 10* > ID*1 

'See text for the description of the methods. 

The required levels of contamination in Zn are close to what 

can be expected, according to the indications of the manufacturer . Three 

independent determinations of the actual levels of impurities were used, 

as reported before [Dét 77] : 1) in the 'An sample experiment, the absence 

in the Y spectrum of some activities strongly produced in Ge, or As, or 

Se, etc... sets an upper limit on thû amount of these contaminants; 2) an 

pure zinc for analysis, from Merck Company. 
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activation analysis was done by neutron irradiation at the EL3 Reactor in 
Saclay ; 3) a spark spectroscopy analysis was performed at the CEA labora
tory in Fontenay-aux-Roses. 

These results excluded spallatior on Ge, As, ... contaminants 
as the origin of 7 2 Z n . 

As for Ba,irradiation of Cc.Nd and Sm samples indicates the 
amounts of contamination needed in the very pure BaClî sample . They far 
exceed any reasonable limits. 

3.2-4. (a,2p) reactions with a from the W target 

In the p+W fragmentation.reaction, a particles are emitted 
with very large cross sections (4 barns in the case of p+U at 5.5 GeV 
[Pos 71]). 

Since a small fraction of them are energetic enough to cross 
the 0.7 cm Al shielding, they might account for the observation of 1 I , I JBn 
through the 3 3 eBa(a,2p) 1 1 , 0Ba reaction. 

An estimate of the yield of l l | 0Ba from this process was ob
tained in the following way. The energy spectrum of the a fragments [Ilyd 71, 
Pos 71] indicated the percentage of these fragments which can reach the Zn 
or BaCl 2 sample. The (oc,2p) cross section was calculated with the code 
ALICE [Bla 73] and was found to be very small (o < 1 nib). Hence this pro
cess was unable to explain the observed number of 7 2 Z n or l l J°Ba by three 
to five orders of magnitude.(A similar conclusion is reached for the effect 
of the cHe fragmentation products which would induce the (6Hc,ct) reaction 
in Zn or Ba). Two further checks were made. 

First, the observation of Ce isotopes in the BaCl 2 experiment 
was attributed to Ba(ci,xn)Ce reactions. From the ALICE estimate of the 
(a,xn) cross sections, the number of a particles incident on the BaCl 2 

sample was deduced. It was within the order of magnitude calculated above. 

BaCl 2 High Purity Materials, from Johnson Mattlicy. 



Second, a thick BaCl 2 target was irradiated with a 43 MeV a 
team from the cyclotron of the Grenoble ISN. This irradiation does not 
exactly reproduce- the conditions of the 24 GeV proton experiment, since 
the fragmentation a particles crossing the Al shielding arc not monoener-
getic. They are mostly low energy hut it is believed that the 43 MeV a 

which are brought to rest by the thick BaCl 2 target can at least reproduce 
some of the low energy reactions which dominate the fragmentation CERN 
experiment. 

No I I , 0Ba was observed from the 43 MeV a irradiation. As nor
malized through the yield of Ce isotopes observed in both experiments, the 
yield of ^"Ba from the (a,2p) reaction is at least fourorders of magnitude-
two small to account for the 4*l0 8 l l , 0Ba nuclei observed in the CERN expe
riment. 

3.2,5. (t,p) reactions with t from the W target 

There are fewer tritons than a particles emitted in high-
energy fragmentation reactions. On the other hand, the Al shielding is 
less efficient for tritons than for a particles ; the range of tritons in 
the sample at a given energy is longer, hence the effective target thick
ness is larger than for a particles ; and the (t,p) cross section also 
appears to be larger than (a,2p). 

Therefore, from the beginning of this study, the (t,p) reaction 
induced by tritons produced from W appeared as the potentially most effec
tive side reaction to account for the observation of 7 2 Z n and l''°Ba. 

However, as reported before [Dét 77], an estimate of the yield 
of this reaction appeared to exclude this possibility. The p+W->- t cross 
section was taken at 700 rab, the same value as measured [Hyd 71] for p+Ag->t. 
From the measured [Pos 71] triton energy spectrum, it was estimated that 
about 20Z of those tritons would be energetic enough (t > 60 MeV) to cross 
the 7 mm Al shielding and reach the Zn or BnCl^ sample It is felt thai 
this estimate can yield the correct order of magnitude of the number of 
tritons on the Zn or Ba target. 
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The value of the (t,p) cra^s section is less free of uncer

tainty. First because the incident tritons have a broad energy spectrum. 

Second because the value of the (t,p) cross sections to bound states of 

the residual nucleus does not vary as systematically as e.g. a fragmenta

tion crass section. 

Several (t,p) or (p,t) reactions have been reported in the 

mass region of baryum. As compiled by Broglia t»t al.[Bro 73], the diffe

rential cross sections peak at forward angle and reach a few hundreds 

pb sr" 1 at most» for L=0 transitions. Recently (p,t) results on Te iso

topes [Izu 75] at 52 MeV appear to confirm that trend. The integration of 

do/dfï gives an estimate of 0.1 to 0.3 rab Tor the total cross section. At 

25.5 MeV, W.Onlert et al.[0el 74] have measured 0(p,t) for Sm isotopes. 

The angular distribution decreases less drastically with angle than at 

higher incident energy and the total cross section is somewhat larger, 

reaching as much as 1 mb. 

The estimate of the number of 1 < , 0Ba produced in our experiment 

through this process has been estimated under the following assumptions : 

1) a(p+U-> t) =0.7 b ; 

2) 207. of the fragmentation tritons have E > 60 MeV ; 

3) a(p+WBDn-* lu0Kn) = 0.5 mb. 

Under the geometrical conditions of the experiment, 3*107 

nuclei of l l , 0Ba should have been produced. As indicated in section 2.*'t, 

we observed 4*10 such nuclei. 

It seemed unlikely that the error of the above estimate could 

reach more than one order of magnitude, hence that the fragmentation tri

tons could account for the observed production of '''°Ba. 

However, it was felt desirable to chock that conclusion by 

irradiating a BaCl 2 sample with tritons from the Los Alamos Van de Granff 

facility. Tritons with 20 MeV energy were stopped in a thick BaClz target 

to reproduce the conditions of the CERN experiment where energetic tritons 

have first to travel through the Al shielding before interacting with the 

BaCÎ2 sample. The y activity of ",clBa was observed after irradiation and 
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the average cross section for the process t+ 1 3 aBa-*- I , i 0Ba between E = 20 
MeV and 0 McV was measured as about 10 n.b, a factor of 20 larger than the 
above estimate. It is enough to account for the observation of ] l* 0Ba in 
our CERN experiment. 

Although a similar test was not made for Zn, this result shows 
that the production of 7 ! Z n observed is probably within the possibilities 
of this side reaction. 

4. Conclusion. 

Under the geometrical conditions shown in fig.1, it was obser
ved that both Zn and Ba nuclei contained in the shielded sample could be 
enriched by two neutrons with a high yield (section 2.4). For lack of a 
more conventional explanation that could quantitatively account for the 
data (section 3.2), this was first considered as indicating the possible 
existence of bound neutral nuclei (section 3.1). However, as reported in 
section 3.2.6, one side reaction was finally shown to produce 1 , , 0Ba with 
the experimentally observed yield. It involvus the production of energetic 
tritons (K > 60 McV), in the 24 GeV proton induced fragmentation of V, 
which can cross the Al shield and interact with 1 3 B B a to produce the radio
active l l | 0Ba nuclei. 

Therefore the production of 7 2 Z n and 1U03a in the experiment 
does not aL this point need the assumption that bound neutral nuclei might 
exist. 

Although an experiment can be designed that would eliminate the 
side reaction involving fragmentation tritons, it has become of lesser in
terest since Turkevich lias reported very low uj»per cross sections for the 
production of hound neutral nuclei in the fragmentation of U, first at 600 
I-ieV I'lur 77] and more recently at 400 GeV [Tur 77a]. 
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